MCC-mannitol mixtures after roll compaction/dry granulation: percolation thresholds for ribbon microhardness and granule size distribution.
In roll compaction, the specific compaction force, the gap width and the roll speed are the most important settings as they have a high impact in the products obtained. However the mechanical properties of the mixture being compacted are also critical. For this reason, a multilevel full factorial design including these parameters as factors plus three repetitions of the center point was performed for microcrystalline cellulose, mannitol and five binary mixtures (15, 30, 50, 70 and 85% MCC). These two reference excipients were chosen in order to investigate the plastic/brittle behavior of mixtures for the roll compaction process. These materials were roll compacted in a 3-W-Polygran® 250/50/3 (Gerteis) and the ribbons obtained were collected and milled into granules which were characterized regarding granule size distribution. After statistical evaluation, it was found that the most critical factors affecting the D10, D50, D90 and the fines fraction from the granules were the gap width and the specific compaction force, as well as the proportion of MCC together with its quadratic effect and the interaction between force and proportion of MCC. The microhardness of the ribbons from the center point as well as the D10, D50, D90 and the fines fraction from the granules produced at these same conditions were characterized. In all the cases, the proportion of MCC, i.e. the composition of the mixture, showed also an important effect on these properties measured. In this sense, the percolation theory was applied in order to study further the importance of the plastic/brittle ratio by calculating the percolation threshold or the limit over which the behavior of the system changes. This resulted in values of 34% for the HU (expression of microhardness), 27% and 28% for the D10 and fines, respectively (percolation of MCC) and 84% and 85% for the D50 and D90, respectively (percolation of mannitol).